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An alphabetical title list, with indexes of place and
personal names, of the current serials received Jan 1,
1911, in 225 Swiss libraries Marks complete sets but
does not give statement of broken files
NEWSPAPERS
Newspapers are important in certain
lines of reference work Current issues
are helpful for reference 'work on ques-
tions of the day, cuirent history, poli-
tics, local happenings, current or local
opinions, etc, and back volumes seive
the same purpose for the current his-
tory, etc , of an earlier period, and are
particulaily impottant as contemporary
records, as registers of contemporary
opinion and as recoids of facts often too
small, or too local in their application,
to be included in the general lefeience
books Bound files of newspapers are
therefore important additions to the
refeience equipment of a library which
can afford them As such files are ex-
pensive to bind and shelve, care should
be taken to choose for preservation only
those actually needed, and especially
those which, from their general char-
acter, indexes, etc , are most likely to be
useful To make intelligent use of news-
papers the reference worker needs the
same type of reference aids that he
needs for penodicals, i ey (1) indexes,
(2) bibliographies and (3) lists of other
libraries These differ in some ways from
the corresponding aids for periodicals
There is, for example, no general index
to newspapers similar to Poole Such a
work would be a practical impossibility,
and is not needed in just the same way
as an index to periodicals Newspapers
all publish reports of any event of gen-
eral interest at appioximately the same
time The date of an event is the clue
needed and an index of dates, or an
index to one newspaper, will furnish a
workable index to all newspapers for
subjects of general interest This, of
 course, is not true of purely local or
special articles, editorials, and many
obituaries
INDEXES
American and English
New York Times index, v 1-22, 1913-
34 N Y, N. Y Times, 1913-34 v 1-22
28cm monthly, $12 a yr , annual cumu-
lation $26, monthly and annual, $3350
071
Frequency varies, 1913-29, quarterly -with no cumula-
tions, the four quarterly parts constituting a volume,
1930, monthly, \uth an annual cumulated volume which
supersedes the monthly issues for most purposes
A carefully made index, with entries under small
subjects, etact reference to date, page and column, and
plentiful cross references to names and related topics
The brief synopses of articles answer some questions
without reference to the paper itself
New York daily Tribune index, 1875-
1906 N Y, Tribune assoc, 1876-1907
31v 19cm op	071
Annual, no more published A much briefer index
than the 2V Y Times Index, but useful for the period
covered
Times, London. Official index, 1906-34
Lond , Times off, 1907-35 91v 25cm.
072
Monthly, 1906-June 1914, with annual cumulations
for 1906-13 and semiannual cumulation Jan-June 1914,
Quarterly, July 1914-
Detaiied alphabetical index referring: to date, page
and column Very useful
—Palmer's index to the Times news-
paper, 1790-1934 Lond, Palmer, 1868-
1934 584v 21cm. Recent years, 30s per
quarterly vol , early years, subs 072
Quarterly, beginning with the index covering Oct -
Dec 1867, pub m 1868 The indexes for preceding
volumes have been issued in the reverse order, begin-
ning with the one covering July-Sept 1867, pub in 1875
Much briefer than the Official Index noted above but
useful because of the importance of the newspaper and
the long period covered by the index The indexing
of obituary, death and funeral notices under the
heading "Deaths" in each volume frequently supplies
biographical material difficult to find elsewhere
German
Halbmonatiiches verzeichnls von auf-
satzen aus deutschen zeitung-en m
sachlich-alphabetischer anordnung, mit

